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1.  Introduction 

This seminar was convened in the Parliament premises in Dodoma and involved among others 

all parliamentarians and members of White Ribbon Alliance Tanzania (WRATZ). The main 

purpose of convening this seminar was to bring everybody in the House including the Speaker of 

the Parliament, Hon. Ministers, Hon. Deputy Ministers, chairpersons and deputy chairpersons of 

the standing committees, Chairperson and members of the Parliamentarians Group for Safe 

Motherhood (PGSM), Hon. Members of Parliament, Members of WRATZ, ladies and gentlemen 

to discuss on the situation of maternal and newborn health services in Tanzania with the 

expectation of coming out with  what can be done to reduce or eliminate the maternal related 

deaths. The list of Participants is attached as Annex-1. 

It was reported earlier that based on the grand survey on the health situation in Tanzania that is 

conducted in every 5 years (Tanzania Demographic and Health Survey (TDHS) 2010 and 

2015/16), show that the number of maternal death has increased from 8500(2010) to 

11000(2015/16) per year and that to every single maternal death that occurs, there are 6 newborn 

deaths, making a total of 66,000 newborn deaths per year. In this case therefore, about 77,000 

Tanzanians die in every year due to complications during birth; meaning that in every single day 

about 211 persons die mainly during birth. 

A few presentations and contributions from various persons and members of Parliament were 

made. The list of persons and members of Parliament who presented/contributed during the 

seminar is attached as Annex 2. In this report more of their presentation and contributions will 

be highlighted. The seminar program started at 1, 00 pm and conclude at 5.25 pm. The seminar 

program is attached as Annex-3. 
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Opening of the Seminar 

The seminar was opened by the chairperson of the seminar Hon.Peter Joseph Serukamba (MP), 

during the opening Hon. Serukamba invited all seminar participants to the conference and started 

the seminar as per the prepared program. See Annex-3. 

A brief Speech from the National Coordinator for WRATZ 

A brief speech was delivered by Ms. Rose Mlay a WRATZ National Coordinator, in her brief 

speech Ms. Mlay she extended heartfelt thanks to the Hon. Speaker for allowing this seminar for 

Safe Motherhood Tanzania to be conducted in the parliament by involving all Parliamentarians 

as well as assenting  to be the Guest of Honour. She also extended her gratitude to all 

Parliamentarians for accepting the invitation to participate, without forgetting all directors, 

chairpersons and parliament officials for devoting their valuable time in preparing the seminar. 

She concluded her gratitude by extending her appreciation to UNICEF Tanzania and the White 

Ribbon Alliance Global for financing this seminar. 

In her brief presentation Ms. Mlay said despite the fact that Government has done and still 

making effort in making sure that women and newborns survive during birth in Tanzania, still 

the situation is not satisfactory. She mentioned that based on the grand survey on the health 
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situation in Tanzania that is conducted in every 5 years (Tanzania Demographic and Health 

Survey (TDHS), the number of maternal deaths has increased from 8,000 deaths per year in 2010 

to 11,000 deaths per year in 2015/16).  The findings also indicate that to every single maternal 

death, there are 6 newborn deaths taking place, making a total of 66,000 newborn deaths per 

year. In this case therefore, a total of 77,000 Tanzanians die in every year due to complications 

during birth;  

The statistics above shows that that in 

every single day about 211 persons die 

mainly during birth.   

Ms. Rose Mlay described the number 

of deaths per day with the example of 

our national carrier vessel bombardier 

with carrying capacity of 70 

passengers; the daily maternal and 

newborn deaths of about 211 is 

equivalent to having 3 bombardiers 

crashing on daily basis in the country 

and killing all passengers on board. 

She said THIS CANNOT BE 

TOLERABLE. 

During her presentation, Ms. Mlay 

requested the members of Parliament to  

 Make sure that the central 

Government and the district 

councils set aside enough money to ensure that all shortfalls regarding maternal and 

newborn services are arrested. 

 Work together in educating the citizens that pregnant women in realising their labour 

pains should be taken/seek services from a health facility with qualified staff and capable 

of providing life saving services. 

 The committee members in the budget committees should make sure that the 

Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (CEmONC) services, which is 

Basic Emergency Obstetric Services + ability to perform surgery and provide safe blood 

services; are included in every budget plan for the central Government and district 

Councils as well as making sure that the budget line is actually going to save the lives of 

mothers and newborns. 
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 During the budget debate in the House, budgets without CEmONC sevices should not be 

accepted 

 Work together in educating women in their meetings that food and nutrition is essential 

without forgetting their responsibility to seek services from a facility with qualified staff 

and capable of providing life saving services.  

 And lastly but not least she requested that they go through the 2017/2018 national budget 

and make sure a budget line specifically for CEmONC is included with adequate fund not 

only for the interest of White Ribbon Alliance or Parliamentarians Group for Safe 

motherhood, but for the sake of Tanzanians who need CEmONC services. 

The full speech by Ms. Rose Mlay and WRATZ National Coordinator is attached as 

Annex-4 

Opening Speech by the Speaker of the Parliament 

A brief opening speech from the Hon. Speaker was presented on his behalf by Hon. Najma 

Murtaza Giga (MP). In his speech he congratulated the Parliamentarian Group for Safe 

motherhood (PGSM) together with the White Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood Tanzania for 

coordinating this seminar. Hon Speaker in his speech also expressed thanks for inviting him as 

the Guest of Honor. 

In his opening speech, the Hon. Speaker said the Almighty God has given women the role of 

bringing new being to the world, in this respect we are supposed to express joy as opposed to 

worrying of losing their lives and their babies too. He said, if there is any nation where births are 

not taking place, then, that nation is dead. Therefore, women are supposed to continue giving 

birth and raise families so that they contribute to the national economy.  

He said he was astonished by the reported number of maternal and newborn deaths, which he 

said is high enough to call it a national calamity. He insisted in his speech that we need to stop 

doing business as usual; we should get out of the box and conduct differently in a walk towards 

saving women and newborns lives. 

Before concluding his opening speech, he called-upon all MPs to become more serious when 

they are passing the budget bill. The Speaker wanted them to be keen enough to see that the 

Ministry of Health Social development, Gender, Elderly and Children, the Ministry of Local 

Government and Regional Administration as well as the district councils have allocated enough 

funds aimed at saving lives during birth. He said we should all be responsible with and 

accountable to all these deaths. He said if MPs were keen enough during budget sessions in the 

district councils, in the standing committee and during debates in the house this calamity would 

not have increased to reach 11 thousand deaths this year from 8 thousands in the past years.  
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Hon. Speaker said he has been astounded to hear that 48 councils did not set any budget line in 

the 2016/2017 budget to finance Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care 

(CEmONC) services, and for those who had budget line for this was not directly addressing life 

savings. He requested Hon. Members of Parliament to be responsible so that lives of mothers and 

newborns can be saved. The fully speech by the speaker is attached as Annex-5. 

A brief speech by a Representative from UNICEF 

A brief speech from UNICEF was delivered by Dr Asia Hussein who was representing UNICEF 

in this seminar. In Her speech, Dr. Asia started by I wishing everybody good afternoon. She also 

joined other previous presenters by congratulating the Honourable Speaker for providing this 

rare opportunity for making this seminar take place in the Parliament. She then passed on good 

wishes to the Parliamentarian Group for Safe Motherhood (PGSM) together with the White 

Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood Tanzania for coordinating this seminar without forgetting 

to thank all parliamentarians for agreeing to come and participate in this seminar. Truly the 

attendance is big and in this way we can see how parliamentarians are concerned with the 

maternal and newborn health she concluded her appreciative note and thanked all of them on-

behalf of UNICEF. 

Dr. Asia in her presentation she told the Speaker that apart from the efforts played by the 

Government and development partners in the health sector, Tanzania is still faced with major 

challenge of reducing maternal deaths, that includes deaths during the pregnancy, deaths during 

birth, deaths that occurs within 42 days after birth and deaths that occurs to newborns under one 

months of age.  

She said, early pregnancies contribute heavily to the number of deaths that could be avoided. The 

survey report on maternal and newborn health conditions and malaria indicators, Tanzania 

(2015/2016) which was recently released together by the National Bureau of Statistics and office 

of Government Statistician, Zanzibar indicate that more efforts are required in order to attain the 

national goal of reducing maternal and newborn deaths.  

Dr. Asia said, surprisingly, maternal deaths have increased instead of going down. Tanzania has 

made a big stride in reducing under-five years’ deaths to the extent of attaining the millennium 

development goal even before the time set. She said this was made possible and we are all happy 

for this. Nevertheless, she said, still more deaths are happening for children under-five years 

which could be avoided. She mentioned in her speech that these deaths are caused by newborn 

deaths, malaria, pneumonia, diarrhea, kwashiorkor etc. 

Dr. Asia in her speech she said It is important that we all stand and work together in 

implementing the National Strategy as well as strengthening accountability in matters relating to 

maternal and newborn health services in all community levels and health facilities. 
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She then assured the Hon.Speaker that the UNICEF together with other UN organizations that 

are working in support of health sector they will continue working in collaboration with the 

United Republic of Tanzania in fighting to reduce maternal and newborn deaths as well as 

reducing under five years mortality. Likewise they are working towards strengthening the health 

sector so that it can provide good services to mothers, children and the youth. 

Before concluding her speech, she requested the Hon. Members of Parliament to First, to make 

sure that the Government set aside enough money specifically for the health sector. And ensure 

that all the money set aside for the health sector strengthening is released and used for the 

intended purposes. He also asked the MPs to continue pushing the Ministry of Health social 

development, gender, elderly and children to continue providing report of the maternal, 

newborn, children and youth health situation in Tanzania (RMNCAH Score Card) on quarterly 

basis. The fully speech by Dr. Asia Hussein is attached as Annex-6. 

Presentation by Dr. Ahmed Makuwani,  

Dr. Ahmed who is a representative from the Ministry of Health, Communit Development, 

Gender, Elderly and Children started his contribution by referring to the previous speakers 

who to a large extent based their discussions on the available statistics. He said based on the 

mentioned statistics, one has to measure where one should put his money and get the right 

results.  Dr. Ahmed said using such statistics you will definitely understand that we are faced 

with challenges of leadership and governance at the facilities and in different levels of 

implementation. Dr. Ahmed said we should invest in leadership and governance.  

He asked the Hon. MPs, where should they put their coin?, Dr. Ahmed said where one should 

put his money and get results will include Family Planning (FP) and said that, it is possible to 

reduce maternal death by 40% if FP is used effectively. The second area that he mentioned was 

the availability of nurse midwives and medical doctors, he said we have enough doctors and 

nurse midwives in the country but they have not been effectively engaged. The third area that he 

mentioned as where one should put his money was the strengthening of maternal and newborn 

health services including CEmONC/BEmONC and lastly he mentioned political will of the 

leaders.  

Dr. Ahmed told the MPs that if they decide to make follow-up in their areas it is likely that big 

changes will be seen. He said he has the example of Mkuranga district whereby the councilors 

decided to make sure that caesarian section is conducted in the district hospital and they did so. 

He said he is sure that most of the existing problems can be addressed from where they are 

happening. The existing gap of the human resource for health is about 42%. But still the existing 

team can arrest the situation if we work together. For example, eclampsia is a small problem that 

requires few procedures and simple equipment to examine and arrest the situation. Equipment 

such as vacuum extractor is simple and can only cost 435,000 from MSD shops, but it is 
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surprisingly that some of the regional hospitals are going without one and women are losing their 

lives in the same hospitals. Dr. Ahmed concluded his contribution by saying, if we want we can. 

Hon. Dr. Faustine Ndugulile (MP) (CEmONC and Budget) 

He started his contribution by saying the major problem facing health services in the country is 

the budget which is still dependant to a large extent. The existing statistics show that we still 

have challenges in all health related areas. The fertility rate is still too high, on average a 

Tanzanian women have 5 live births in her life time, and maternal deaths are also too high. The 

current statistics show that about 556 women out of 100,000 live births die in each year which is 

too high and statistics also show that the use of family planning by women of the reproductive 

age in the country is about 30%, and about 27% of young ladies of the age between 15-19 years 

have already given birth.  

Dr. Ndugulile called his fellow MPs to increase effort in strengthening FP, maternal and 

newborn health services and introduction of youth friendly reproductive health education in the 

schools and in the facilities. 

Hon. Dr. Faustine Ndugulile concluded his contribution by saying that the available budgets and 

release of funds for maternal and newborn services is too low and there is a need for the Hon.  

MPs to continue pushing the Government to allocate enough funds to rescue the lives of mothers 

and newborns. 

Hon. Dr. Jasmine Tisekwa Bunga (MP)  

Dr. Jasmine Tisekwa started her contribution by congratulating WRATZ and the Chairperson for 

PGSM Hon. Jenista Joackim Mhagama for making this seminar a reality. She then started her 

contribution by narrating the importance of investing in food and nutrition for pregnant women. 

Dr. Jasmine said, if pregnant women fail to get nutritional food rich of necessary vitamins she is 

likely to be anaemic (run short of blood) which is so dangerous during delivery if she will not get 

the life saving services. To the side of the newborn, it becomes even severe if the pregnancy was 

not nutritive enough. Dr. Jasmine said there is a need of investing in supplements such as Ion and 

Folic acid which can be used by pregnant women throughout their pregnancy period to raise their 

blood level as well as raising their nutritive status.  

Dr. Jasmine ended her contribution by asking Hon. MPs to see that the Ministry of Health social 

development, gender, elderly and children allocate enough money during the budget to 

purchase Ion and Folic Acid for all health facilities in the county. 
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Dr. Rashid Chuachua  

Dr. Rashid started his contribution by saying that we have big challenge of making sure that our 

children under the age of five years remain safe. Statistics show that about 16% of the Tanzanian 

population is covered by children of  the age below five years which indicates that the number of 

children is too high despite the fact that fertility rate is also high.  

Hon. Dr. Rashid said there major challenge that we are facing is to see how we can reduce U5 

mortality. Hon. Dr. Rashid said there are major causes of child mortality in this country and he 

mentioned that 9.3% are caused by HIV/AIDS, 22.7% malaria, 21.5% pneumonia, 16.8% 

diarrhoea and 35% malnutrition. We agree we have many challenges within and outside the 

health system, but as members of Parliament we should think of our position so that we can 

rescue the children that a dying. It is true that the Government is working under different 

initiatives to strengthen the health system but the problem is so big to the extent that we need 

different approaches. Hon. Dr. Rashid gave  example by saying “in my constituent I decided to 

release a total of 6 million shillings to support full delivery package for every woman giving 

birth”. 

Dr. Rashid urged his fellow members of Parliament to do the same in their area as a means of 

reducing child mortality. 

Hon. Mwanne Nchemba  (MP) 

Hon. Nchemba in her contribution said Tanzania is leading with unsafe deliveries because we do 

not have a proper plan of educating the communities on the norms and practices as they 

contribute to not using family palming methods.  Hon. Nchemba said it is time to educate the 

community that norms and harmful practices are not good for the human development. She also 

insisted that it is also time to start teaching on reproductive health lessons in the primary and 

secondary schools. She also insisted that it is now time to engage men in the Family Planning 

process because men are agents of change in this matter. 

Hawa Chafu Chakoma (MP)  

Hon. Hawa based her discussion on the teenage pregnancies by saying that early pregnancies are 

mainly caused by raping, early marriages and harmful practices.  She said Government in its part 

last year they passed a law that prohibited the child from being married until she completes 

school. But, she said this is not enough, the Marriage Act, 1971, is still a problem because it 

encourages marriage at the age of 14 years. Hon. Hawa Chafu explained the consequences of 

early marriage as it affects these young girls psychologically because it denies them the right to 

play and do other childhood activities; it also denies them the opportunity for education as well 

as lack of body physic to handle marriage and pregnancy complications. As a result of all these 

young ladies remain at risk of their lives and the expectants too. 
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In concluding her contribution, Hon. Hawa called upon the Government to hasten the process of 

amending the Marriage Act, 1971, as a process of ending teenage pregnancies. 

General contributions from the MPs 

The first MP to contribute was Hon. Richard Mganga Ndassa, who in his contribution  said the 

number of maternal and newborn deaths that was mentioned by the previous speakers is 

unacceptably high. He insisted that men should make it a habit to go to the clinic with their 

partners to fully realise what the pregnant woman faces and during pregnancy and delivery.  

In his contribution Hon. Constantine John Kanyasu said there is a need of joining effort with 

the WRATZ and others because the problem is big; he said the problem is not only money but 

also implementation in the facilities. In the last two years we had a discipline of using scorecards 

in the councils and it real helped in strengthening implementation, it seem these days that culture 

is no longer there. He concluded by saying if we continue insisting on the use of score cards and 

maintaining discipline at the point of delivery/implementation, some of these deaths will be 

minimized.  

Hon. Shally Josepha Raymond was concerned with the food and nutrition intake of the 

pregnant/mothers of this era. She said most of the young ladies right from the onset they start 

eating too little and most of the time they eat non nutritive foods for the sake of maintaining slim 

fit figures. Hon. Shally said this end up becoming a problem when they carry pregnancy and 

during delivery, these are the mothers who do not even have time to breastfeed their children 

with the fear of having untidy tits.  In concluding she insisted that education on food and 

nutrition should be given at a wider scope to all cadre right from school.  

During her contribution Hon. Mariam Msabaha told participants that if men become 

responsible in taking care of their families and having safe sex, the problem of street children 

will be quite reduced.  Hon. Mariam said we have two groups of vulnerable women, one being 

the street children who a getting pregnancy and deliver in horrible situation and the mentally 

disabled ladies who are sometimes hanging out in the street. She said able men are the ones who 

are brutally making these vulnerable girls pregnant. 

Hon. Msabaha   called upon her fellow MPs to make sure that councils get enough funds to 

reduce the number of street children and mentally retarded women from the streets. 

Hon. Martha Moses Mlata during her contribution said that problems are in the rural setting 

and we should find a way of working with councillors and other leaders in the village. 

Hon. Amina Nassoro Makilagi congratulated the PGSM and its chairperson Hon. Mhagama for 

organizing this seminar to build an understanding of maternal health situation in Tanzania. She 

asked members of parliament to carry this agenda in our councils because constituent MPS are 
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also councillors in their councils. She asked MPs to be keen enough to make sure that all the 

money allocated for the purpose of saving lives during 2016/2017 is used accordingly. She 

continued by saying that all MPs should push the Government to allocate enough money in the 

coming national budgets especially for the life saving components, which is CEmONC near the 

majority of women. 

Hon. Angella Mabula when contributing to this seminal, said in order to save the lives of 

mother and newborn there is a need of educating the community around these women. The 

community around the women need to be accountable when a pregnant mother is in need. She 

said things such a transport can be easily mobilised by the community members.  She insisted 

that time for offering education at the facility should be increased so that even inexperienced 

ones can understand. 

Hon. Sophia Hebron Mwakagenda in her contribution said the parliament normally pass 

budget for the Ministry of health social development, gender, elderly and children but the the 

problem lies with the Ministry of Finance who do not release money in time.   

Hon. Mwakagenda said she cannot see the importance of police gender desk because women and 

children continue to be raped and harassed despite having those desks, she said the desk is more 

of political rather than protecting the vulnerable. Instead of investing on this why not investing of 

lifesaving services for women and new-borns during childbirth 

She insisted that the maternal and newborn death can end if there is political will, because by 

having political will money will be available, follow up will be insisted and laws will be 

enforced and amended. 

She said most of the health facilities in the villages are poor in many aspects, they lack even 

simple things such as cord tie, and electricity is almost not there. She suggested that these 

international organizations should think of spending money in supporting rural health. 

Hon. Zuberi Mohamedi Kuchauka, when contributing to this seminar concentrated to the 

availability of nurse midwives as one of the major 5 areas that were mentioned as agents for 

change of maternal and newborn health services.  He said he knows the health personnel 

especially nurse midwives are not enough and so we need to invest on nurse midwives  

Hon. Mendard Lutengano Kigola 

Hon Kigola started his contribution by congratulating the organizers for such a good seminar. He 

went ahead to what should be done in orders to reduce number of maternal and newborns by 

saying that Health Centres should be strategically built  so that every pregnant woman can access 

quality maternal and newborn health services. He said the responsibility of building these 

facilities lies in the hands of community, leaders and the Government. He also noted that the FP 
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practices is been taken as having few children as opposed to having a planned family.  So he 

insisted that education on FP should be given a required attention.  

Hon. Hawa Subira Mwaifunga 

Hon Hawa’s contribution said Tabora is one of the leading regions where children give birth to 

their fellow children and she requested the Minister of Health to provide support in educating 

communities in Tabora on issues related to maternal and newborn health in particular ending 

teenage pregnancies. 

Hon. Salome Wycliffe Makamba in her contribution said, youth friendly reproductive health 

education should be given to at least standard six and seven in primary schools and in all levels 

in secondary schools hold and she called upon the MPs make it a resolution that this education 

be provided in schools as provided.  

During her contribution Hon. Salome was astonished by the fact that the Marriage Act of 1971 

was contested in the high court and the ruling was in favour of the complainant, but the Attorney 

General is against the ruling showing that he wants early marriages to continue. In colcluding her 

remarks Hon. Salome Makamba requested Hon. MPS to make sure that the Marriage Act is 

amended accordingly. At the same time she argued hon. MPs to change the way they support 

community and start supporting live saving services. 

Hon. Cecil David Mwambe in his contribution insisted that education with regard to maternal 

and newborn health should go down to the users who are in the village. But he also advised the 

Ministry of Health Community development, gender, elderly and children to allocate service 

providers who can actually handle the work with dignity. He said most of the midwives are 

young girls and boys whose despite having the required knowledge, still women do not feel 

comfortable under their care. 

Hon. Mgeni Jadi Khadika, in her contribution mentioned one of the major complications of 

maternal death survivors is fistula, which leaves the survivors with psychological problems 

caused by stigma. Most men run away or stay far from their wives, relatives too seem to run 

away from victims of fistula. Hon. Khadika insisted that education showing that fistula has its 

cure should go down to the rural communities. Above all, this should be prevented by the 

availability of CEmONC by all women who happen to have complications. Fistula results from 

lack of caesarean section services 

Hon. Hawa Abdulrahiman Ghasia, during her contribution to this seminar said education to 

the female children up to secondary level is something that will give them authority to handle 

other challenges in their way. She also added that in the past we had a certain program run by 

UNICEF for out of school children who were educated on youth friendly reproductive health. 

She proposed that if UNICEF has closed the program the Ministry of Health Community 
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development, gender, elderly and children and District Councils should start this program 

because it was so useful. 

Hon. Raisa Abdallah Mussa requested Hon.Minister from health Hon. Ummy Ally Mwalimu 

(MP) to work on the disciplines of medical staff and especially nurse midiwives on their habit of 

using abusive languages to the expectant women. She said many women prefer home delivery 

just to avoid abusive languages by the service providers.  

The Minister for Health Social development, Gender, Elderly and 

Children, Hon. Ummy Ally Mwalimu (MP) during her contribution summed up some of the 

requests and discussions that were directed to the Ministry of Health community development, 

gender, elderly and children through the following remarks. She started by congratulating the 

PGSM and WRATZ for organizing such a good seminar. She also said many fruitful discussions 

and proposals around maternal and newborn health strengthening were made and the Ministry 

has taken a note. But the fact remains that maternal and newborn death cannot be tolerable. She 

said some initiatives have been made in both central and local government. She went on that the 

Government is building health centres, blood collection satellites in 8 regions and expect to 

cover all 26 regions by the end of 2017. 

Hon. Ummy Mwalimu came up with a challenge to the Councils’ Finance Committee  of which 

Hon. MPs are member by asking them, if they have 70 million shillings, what will they do first, 

would they build a market or theatre? Why build a market and leaving out a theatre, while one 

can trade even under a tree, she asked.  Hon.Ummy said some of the decisions do not need the 

Minister for Health to intervene, if the maternal and new-borns deaths pains you; you will build 

theatre, not a market. She said most of the simple equipment such as urine test costs only 9,000/= 

for 50 persons, but you will find a health centre going without one for ages. 

Hon. Ummy insisted by 

saying, as it was 

mentioned by Rose 

Mlay, check the budget 

for the councils; if there 

is no enough money set 

aside for CEmONC, 

which is lifesaving 

services do not pass it., 

that is all. 

Hon. Ummy told the 

seminar that the score 

card was implemented 
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during the last regime but almost all district directors/commissioners and regional commissioners 

are new, the ministry is planning to organize a training that will equip them with the knowledge 

of monitoring the score card exercise.  

She ended her contribution by saying that even at the Ministrial level there are challenges of 

dealing with donor who have their priorities which are not always priorities of the country and 

they are not willing to change and adopt the Government priorities. 

Closing Remarks by Hon. Jenista Joackim Mhagama 

Hon. Jenista is the chairperson of the Parliamentarian Group for Safe Motherhood, who was the 

key person in the coordination of this seminar. In her closing remarks, she said MPs are very 

crucial especially the constituent (those elected by people) MPs who sit in the Planning and 

finance committee of their respective councils. Effort should be made to make MPs from the 

special seat to be member of this committee as well. 

Hon. Mhagama promised that PGSM will continue working on all that have been discussed in 

this seminar and beyond. She ended her remarks by congratulating all men who participated in 

this seminar and requested them to become good ambassadors for the rest of the men in the 

country.  

Resolution by MPs on what should be done 

Before closing the workshop, the chairperson of the seminar Hon. Serukamba asked the 

participants to make commitment on the issues that were brought on the table and discussed. 

These are the requirements that would complete quality lifesaving (CEmONC) services at 

strategically selected health centres and hospitals so no woman dies needlessly because of the 

lack of any of the requirements. Hon. 

MPs agreed to commit to follow-up 

and ensure the availability of:  

 A functioning theatre with all 

equipment that are in good 

condition 

 Maternity wards for women 

before and after delivery 

 Labour ward 

 Oxygen Concentrator and  

machine to resuscitate a new-
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born with asphyxia 

 Competent health care staff (MOs,  AMOs, COs, Midwives, Anaesthetists, Laboratory 

technicians 

 Safe blood transfusion 

 Clean toilets in good condition at the labor-wards 

 Functioning Laboratories 

 Reliable  electricity 

 Safe tap water 

 Autoclave 

 Reliable Referral system 

 Laundry services 

 Standby generator in case of electricity failure 

 Incinerator  

 Vacuum extractor 

 Vacuum aspirator 

 Long gloves  

 Oxytocin injection 

 Magnesium sulphate  

 Antibiotics  

 Ambu bag 

 Oxygen 

All MPs agreed by vowing YES to every item as it was mentioned by the chairman. 

Closing Remarks by the Chair-person of the Seminar 

The closing remarks were given by the Chairman of the Seminar Hon. Peter Joseph Serukamba. 

In his remarks he congratulated everyone for effective participation in this important seminar. He 

reminded the parliamentarians to ponder the metaphor given by Rose Mlay that if our 3 Air 
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Tanzania planes were crushing everyday killing all passengers, a serious action should have been 

taken urgently. We do not see the 210 (30 women and 180 new-borns) lives lost every-day, but it 

is true. Let’s bring this to an end, by ensuring CEmONC is adequately funded. He also reminded 

the participants to see the issue of free education from primary to secondary school as a health 

issue, since this will keep more children in school. 
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 ANNEX-1: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

1 Omary Badwel Bahi omarybadwel@gmail.com 0685557512 

2 Venance Mwamoto Kilolo vmwamtto@yahoo.com 0767553388 

3 Kunti Y. Masala Special Seat kunti yussuf@gmail.com 0784250473 

4 Agustino M. Masele Mbogwe agustinomasele@yahoo.com 0764609415 

5 Mendrad L. Kigoga Mufindi mikola@yahoo.com 0753029323 

6 Mwanne I. Mchemba Special Seat mwanne@yahoo.com 0754467374 

7 Dastan Kitandula Mkinga kitanduli@yahoo.com 0767610340 

8 Asha Mshimba Jecha Special Seat   0779432755 

9 Iganas A. Malocha Kwela mchongaignas@gmail.com 0764373987 

10 Dua W. Mkurua Nanyumbu   0784925094 

11 Oscar Mukasa Biharamulo ormukasa@gmail.com 0784429686 

12 Zacheria P. Issaay Mbulu Urban issary@gmail.com 0754030305 

13 Kanyasu Constantine Geita Urban c.kanyasv@bunge.go.tz  

 
14 Asha  Juma Special Seat jumaasha2010@gmail.com 0777474111 

15 Juma Ali Juma Dimani salummchoni@gmail.com 0772817777 

16 Salimu. M. Rehani Uzini saalum mchoni@gmail.com  0712817777 

17 Yussuf Haji Khamis Nungwi yussufkhamis@gmail.com 0719550608 

18 Mbarock Salim Ali  Wete mbarockali@yahoo.com 0658421694 

19 Ahmedi .J. Ngwali Wawi ahmedngwali@yahoo.com 0714135013 

20 Dr. Suleiman A. Yussuf Mgogoni sayussuf11@yahoo.com 0773334129 

21 Hamadi Salim Maalim Kojani hasama65@gmail.com 0717478256 

22 Halima A. Mohamedi Special Seat ahalima ali@gmail.com 0773335990 

23 Ahmed Salimu Solwa ahmedsalim@hotmail.com 0753333045 

24 Sophia Mwakagenda Mbeya smwakagenda@yahoo.com 0713403231 

25 Tunza Malapo Mtwara malapote@yahoo.com 067364545 

26 Suzana Mgonukulima Iringa   0757051090 

27 Susanne .P. Maselle Mwanza sussan maseiie@gmail.com 0689371915 

28 Salma Mwasa Dsm   0717448219 

29 Dr. Dalaly .P. Kafumu  Igunga pdkafumu@gmail.com  0689648800 

30 Joseph O. Mbilinyi Mbeyaurban deiwaka@hotmail.com 0769464602 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

31 Masaud Ali Khamis Mfenesini masaudkamal@gmail.com 0715412233 

32 Leonidas T. Gama Songea Urban itgoma@yahoo.com 0784337077 

33 Omary T. Mgumba 

Morogoro South 

East mgumba4to@yahoo.com 0754302297 

34 Joel Mwaka Makonyaga Chilonwa jmwaka23@hotmail.com 0766925816 

35 Joseph George Kakunda Sikonge jkakunda@gmail.com 0758436565 

36 Rashid Shangazi Mlalo rashid.shangazi@gamail.com 0767777664 

37 Jumaa H. Aweso Pangani jumaa hamad@gmail.com 0654975982 

38 Aliy  M Keissy Nkasi North allyicessy@gmail.com 0784489170 

39 Dr Jasmine Bunga Speacial Seat jasmine adoss@yahoo.com 0755970711 

40 Dr Faustine Ndugulile  Kigamboni kigamboniyetu@gmail.com  0713623106 

41 Silafu J Maufi Speacial Seat silafy@gmail.com 0655470233 

42 Makame Mashaka Foum Kijini   0773065554 

43 Makame Kassim Makame Mwera   0777802265 

44 Kiteto Z. Koshuma Speacial Seat   0752008114 

45 Hassan E. Masala Nachingwea eliasmasala@yahoo.com 0713516566 

46 Stanslaus H. Nyongo Maswa East nyongo.stanslaus@gmail.com  0765205802 

47 Flatei G. Massay Mbulu Urban scorpionfiatey@gmail.com  0784695492 

48 Zaynabu Matitu Vulu Speacial Seat zmvulu@gmail.com 0784004060 

49 Lolesia J.M. Bukwimba Busanda lolesiajeremiah@gmail.com 0767418096 

50 Faida M. Bakari Special Seat faidambakari@gmail.com 0715727282 

51 Richard P. Mbongo Nsindo richardmbogo@hotmail.com  0767230907 

52 Richard M. Ndassa Sumve rindassa@yahoo.com 0752333440 

53 Bhagwanji M. Meisuria Chwaka emilsunil mesuria@gmail.com  0777413536 

54 Amina N. Makilagi  Speacial Seat amakilagi@gmail.com 0713293826 

55 Musa .R. Ntimuzi Igalula mmntimizi@gmail.com  0754777994 

56 Jerome Dismas Bwanausi Lulindi bwanansi@gmail.com  0652568050 

57 Innocent S. Bilakwate Kyerwa bilakwate@yahoo.com 0754275748 

58 Hasna Mwilima Kigoma South yoawg@yahoo.com 0754857084 

59 Boniphace  Mwita Bunda getorimuri@gmail.com  0753462421 

60 Abdalla Haji Ali Kiwani   0719545666 

61 Bahati Ali Abedi Mahonda   0778568365 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

62 Ally S. Ungando Kibiti   0655277563 

63 Mohamed Mchengerwa Rufiji   0784745845 

64 Moshi .S. Kakoso Mpanda Rural   0784668110 

65 Khadija Hassan Aboud Speacial Seat   0713447140 

66 Khamis Yahya Machano  Chaani   0675361707 

67 Mery P. Chatanda Korogwe Urban   0714269153 

68 Ikupa .S. Alex Speacial Seat   0713797665 

69 Mashimba M. Ndaki Maswa West   0782999650 

70 George Huruma Mkuchika NEWELA Urban   0784245300 

71 Hawa Mchafu Chakoma Speacial Seat hawamchafu@yahoo.com 0655048957 

72 Dk Rashid Chuachua Masasi chuachua7@yahoo.com 0656944278 

73 Dr Kigwangalla Nzega Rura hkigwangalla@gmail.com 0782636963 

74 Ritta Kabati Speacial Seat rihaba@hotmail.com 0754281188 

75 Bupe Mwakang,Ata Speacial Seat bupembunge@gmail.com  0765786444 

76 Abdallah Ulega Mkuranga 

 
0786746462 

77 Stephen Masele SHY Urban   0785449094 

78 Edward F Mwalongo NJOMBE Urban   0755065511 

79 Deo K. Sanga Makambako   0754565678 

80 Marha Mlata Speacial Seat   0754535611 

81 Almas Maige Tabora Kaskazini   0785030303 

82 Magraret Sitta Urambo   0787095652 

83 Deo Ngalawa Ludewa   0712241124 

84 Joram Ismael Hongoli Lupembe   0757009818 

85 Mariam N. Kisangi Speacial Seat   0787712234 

86 Dk Raphael Chegeni Busega   0782886644 

87 Joyce B. Sokombi Speacial Seat   0784509511 

88 Ester Bulaya BUNDA Urban   0767418501 

89 Mohamed J. Khatibu Speacial Seat   0778175981 

90 Raisa Abdallah Mussa Speacial Seat   0783673707 

91 Kasuku Bilago Buyungu kbilago@yahoo.vom 0764163234 

92 Gibson B. Meiseyeki Arumeru West tanzania@gmail.com 0754431441 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

93 Grace V. Tendega Speacial Seat tendegrace!@gmail.com 0784509176 

94 Jesca D. Kishoa Speacial Seat jescaoa@yahoo.com 0718362604 

95 Magereli Lucy S.M Speacial Seat lucymageuli@yahoo.com 0784440485 

96 Selemani Bungara Kilwa South   0787666647 

97 Rhoda M. Kunchela Speacial Seat rkunchela@yahoo.com 0755050545 

98 Joseph M. Mkundi Ukerewe josephmkundi@gmail  0786138372 

99 Susan Lyimo Speacial Seat syimo64@gmail.com 07845882414 

100 Ruth H Mollel Speacial Seat mollel@gmail.com  0784676000 

101 Waitara Mwita Ukonga exmwita@yahoo.com 0767221344 

102 Salome W. Makamba Speacial Seat sallymakabwa@gmail.com  07621000183 

103 Marwa Ryoba Chacha Serengeti marwaryoba2yahoo.com 0783113619 

104 Mary Deo Muro Speacial Seat marymuizo@gmail.com 0715450349 

105 Lucia M. Mlowe Speacial Seat lumlowe@yahoo.com 0752472865 

106 David Ernest Silinde Momba silinde2025@yahoo.com 0767985444 

107 Mwambe Cecil  Ndanda mwambetvadus@gmail.com 0754364730 

108 Hamidu H. Bobali Mchinga hamidabobali@yahoo.com 0654348535 

109 Riziki S Mngwali Speacial Seat rizikishahari@gmail.com 0754054600 

110 Masoud A Salim Mtambile masoud444@yahoo.com 0656543026 

111 Ummy Mwalimu Speacial Seat umwalimu@gmail.com 0786666665 

112 Allan Joseph Kiula Iramba East ajmidiusi@gmail.com 0784411991 

113 Zuberi M. Kuchauka Liwale kuchaukazu@gmail.com 0719672200 

114 Khadija Salum Ally Speacial Seat ihadijaal-qassny@gmail.com 0715411679 

115 Khalifa Mohamed Issa Mtambwe khalifabiki@gmail.com 0777420750 

116 Maftaha Nachuma Mtwara Mjini maftahan@yahoo.com 0678435880 

117 Savelina S Mwijage Speacial Seat savelinamwijage@gmail.com 0712296880 

118 Maulidi Saidi Mtulia Kinondoni maulidmtulia@yahoo.com 0715249015 

119 Joseph Leornad Hale Mikumi mbunge.miumi@gmail.com  0715919192 

120 Vuma Augustine Holle Kasulu avooma@yahoo.com 0716623122 

121 Mussa Bakari Mbarouk Tanga mussabams@gmail.com 0787692088 

122 Wilfred Lwakatare Bukoba Urban wilfredlwakatare@gmail.com  0767433818 

123 Hussein Ibrahim Makungu Zanzibar husseinmakungu@gmail.com  0777410208 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

124 Machano Othmani Said Zanzibar machano.saidi@gmail.com 0718615444 

125 Tauhida Galoss Nyimbo Zanzibar tauhidanyimbo@yahoo.com  0777/0655479055 

126 Anna R. Lupembe Katavi annalupembe@gmail.com 0754789833 

127 Felister Bura Dodoma   0754033426 

128 Hawa A Ghasia Mtwara Rural ghasia15@gmail.com 0782110088 

129 Adadi Rajabu Muheza rajabadadi@gmail.com 0712374765 

130 Eng Atashasta Nditiye Muhambwe nditiye@yahoo.co.uk  0713304395 

131 Haji Ameir Haji Makunduchi   0777420804 

132 Dkt. Angeline S. L. Mabula Ilemela angelinamabula@gmail.com 0713531044 

133 Josephat S. Kandege Kalambo kandegejossey@yahoo.com 0754271944 

134 Raphael Jmichael Japhary  Moshi Urban raphaeljaphary@yahoo.com 0754383588 

135 Mussa Ramadhani Singida   0718590609 

136 Fatma H Toufiq Special Seat fatmataufiq@hotmail.com  0715786371 

137 Amina S. Molel Special Seat amollelt@gmail.com 0787005657 

138 Hawa Mwaifunga Special Seat hawamwaifunga@yahoo.com 0715185135 

139 Shally J. Raymond Special Seat r_shally@hotmail.com 0783926500 

140 Sebastian S. Kapufi Mpanda Urban skapufi@yahoo.com 0767597595 

141 Alex Raphael Gashaza Ngara mhgashaza@gmail.com 0767932528 

142 Zainabu N. Mwamwindi Special Seat zainabumwamwindi 0755551901 

143 Sikudhani Chikambo Special Seat schikambo@gmail.com 0786825203 

144 Susan Kiwanga Mlimba sukiwanga@yahoo.com 0715572900 

145 Kaboyoka N.L. Same East nagyliving@gmail.com 0715036922 

146 Norman A.S. King Makete normasaking@gmail.com 0713380000 

147 Neema W. Mgaya Special Seat mgayahneema@yahoo.com 0715626262 

148 Othumani O. Haji Gando othumanomarhaji@gmail.com  0773090789 

149 Mgeni J Kadika Special Seat mgeni@gmail.com 0777467095 

150 Juma Hamad Omar Ole jumahamadomar@gmail.com 0652469952 

151 Yusuf Kaiza Cheke Cheke kaizambunge@gmail.com 0773128571 

152 Nassor Suleiman Omar Ziwani   0777419569 

153 Maryam S. Msabaha Special Seat   0759190207 

154 Anatopia Theones Special Seat anatheonest@gmail.com 0713734592 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

155 Magdalena Sakaya Kaliua sakayamagdalena@gmail.com  0754820789 

156 Vedasto Edgar Ngombale Kilwa North vedasngombale@gmail.com 0784973595 

157 Pascal Yohana Haonga Mbozi haongapascal2016@gmail.com  0753492210 

158 Azza H Hamad Special Seat   0787653394 

159 Subira K Mgalu Special Seat mgaluskr@yahoo.com 0784516181 

160 Emmanuel A. Mwakasaka Tabora Urban mwakasakatz@gmail.com  0753444444 

161 Halima Mdee Kawe halimamdee208@gmail.com 0759569823 

162 Anthony Calist Komu Moshi Rural abckomu@gmail.com 0713615603 

163 Rose Kamili Special Seat   0784369501 

164 Martini Msuha Mbinga Urban mmsuha@gmail.com 0787449009 

165 Grace Kiwelu Special Seat gkiwelu@gmail.co.uk  0754490094 

166 Nimrod Mkono Butiama   0713701170 

167 Issa Ally M. Mbagala isally@yahoo.co.uk  0713771122 

168 Gimbi Masaba Special Seat     

169 Salum Khamis Meatu salum@gmail.com 0766444446 

170 Azz Abud Morogoro Urban   0754401080 

171 Suleiman Nchambi Kishapu snchambi@gmail.com 0767444148 

172 Hamoud A. Juma Kibaha   0715287182 

173 Bonnah M Kalowa Segerea   0758324552 

174 Juma Nkamia Chemba   0768711707 

175 Abdallah Mtolea Temeke mtolea@gmail.com  0758811110 

176 Seif Khamis Gulamali Manonga kseifkhamis@gmail.com  0787373703 

177 Jamal Kassim Ali Magomeni jkassim1984@gmail.com 0777574730 

178 Dr. Mary Mwanjelwa V/Maalum mmwainjelwa@gmail.com   

179 Victor Mwambalaswa Lupa vmwambalaswa@yahoo.com  0784777706 

180 Kiswaga B. Destery Maule kiswagaboniventure123@gmail.com  0754664442 

181 Oran Njeze Mbeya Rural oran.njeze@gmail.com  0754332324 

182 Njalu Daudi Salanga Itilima njalu@ngsinvestment.com 0754282830 

183 Aida Joseph Khenan Special Seat aidakhenaniago@gmail.com  0765150272 

184 Eva John Mwamasage Special Seat   0786353207 

185 Jazila S.Moleli     0674933445 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

186 Riziki Said Lulida Special Seat honriziki@gmail.com  0782104323 

187 Mwantum Dauhaji Special Seat   0656496226 

188 Angellah Kairuki Special Seat   0754710554 

189 Oliver Semuguruka Special Seat oliver.semuguruka2016@gmail.com    

190 Hussein Bashe Nzega 

 
0762138204 

191 Lathifa Chande Lindi Mko lattifah.chande@gmail.com  0758888222 

192 Zainabu Mussa Bakar Special Seat zamubakar@gmail.com 0715742849 

193 Miza Bakari Haji Special Seat mizabakarili@gmail.com 0679187409 

194 Willium M. Ngeleja Sengerema ungeleja@yahoo.com 0753692692 

195 Maria Ndila Kangoye Special Seat ndillaon@yahoo.com 0718099019 

196 Innocent L. Basheigwa Karagwe innocent.bash@gmail.com 0627928123 

197 Agnes Malya Special Seat   0765786844 

198 Jenista Mhagama Peramiho jenistan@yahoo.com   

199 Mahmoud H. Mgimwa Mufindi North mahmoud.hassanmgimwa@yahoo.com  0716338866 

200 Khatib Said Haji Konde khatibusaid66@yahoo.com  0713882280 

201 Yussuf Salim Hussein Chambani pembamoja24@yahoo.com  0713471969 

202 Ridhiwan Kikwete Chalinze rjdindili@gmail.com   

203 Taska Restitute Mbogo Katavi mbogotaska@yahoo.co.uk  0768797005 

204 Risala Kabongo Special Seat risalaikoda@gmail.com 07633858246 

205 Issa A Mangungu Mbagala issaalimanyungu@yahoo.com 0713771122 

206 Frank G. Mwakajoka Tunduma frankmwakajoka@gmail.com  0768846386 

207 Dr. Godwin O. Mollel Siha namnyaki2011@yahoo.com  0764594078 

208 Conchesta L. Rwamlaza Special Seat rwamlazaconchesta@yahoo.com  0754071276 

209 Capt Abbas A Mwinyi Fuoni / Znz mwinyi65@gmail.com 0782737017 

210 Mwakibete Atupele Fredy Busokelo buskelo2015@gmail.com  0714428012 

211 Halirea A Bulemba Kagera habdallah.had@gmail.com 0752829062 

212 Khadija Nassir Zanzibar khadija.com 0656735155 

213 Elias J. Kwandikwa Ushetu kwandikwaej@yahoo.com 0684000856 

214 Anthony Maunde Dodoma   0755422491 

215 Mary Deo Special Seat  Merymuro54@gmail.com  0715450349 

216 Lucia Mlowe Special Seat  lumlowe@yahoo.co.uk  0752472865 
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

217 Daimu Iddi Mpakate Tunduru Kusini jrmpakate@gmail.com 0783500200 

218 Daniel Mtuka Manyoni (East) Mtukaka2000@yah00.com 0767227257 

219 Khamisi Ali Vuai Mkwajuni  0715430357 

220 Kemirembe Lwota Special Seat  0789935954 

221 Munira M. Khatibu Special Seat Munira.mustafa@yahoo.com 0718590506 

222 Josephine Cunzabuke Special Seat  0755861930 

223 Desdery John Mipata Nkasi (South) dmipata@gmail.com 0757730080 

224 Lucy F. Owenya Special Seat dadalucy@hotmail.com 078067660 

225 Mwantakase S. Juma Bububu  0777438289 

226 George M. Lubeleje Mpwapwa  0784609205 

227 Yahaya O. Massare Manyoni (West) masaremariri@gmail.com 0754878640 

228 Aysharose Mattembe Special Seat ayshamatty@gmail.com 07754337770 

229 D. Chistine Ishengoma Special Seat mukatz@yahoo.com 0753751555 

230 Matha J.Umbula Special Seat mjumbulla@yahoo.com 0784815090 

231 Juma Othmani Hija Tumbatu Jum-btv@yahoo.com 0777488704 

232 Abdallah Bulembo Presid. Appoint bulembo@gmail.com 0784666976 

233 Hamis Faki Tumbatu fakihamisi@yahoo.com 0777865321 

234 Shamsa Alli Hamadi Special Seat hamadis@yahoo.co.uk 0777643006 

235 Matha Mwaikambo Special Seat matham@gmail.com 0764875432 

236 Zuhura Mtatifikilo Special Seat mtafiko@gmail.com 0789213140 

237 Debora Sanja Special Seat 

 
0717140026 

238 Veredian Mlimba Special Seat vmlimba@yahoo.co.uk  0784311768 

239 Sophia Jumbi Special Seat sophiajumbi@gmail.com  077776987 

240 Suzane Ngole Special Seat  suzane76@yahoo.com  075643261 

241 Najma Murtaza Giga Special Seat  0777574730 

242 Peter Serukamba Kigoma (North) pserukamba@gmail.com  

243 Athuman Hussein Bunge Staff ahussein@parliament.go.tz   

244 Dr. Thomas Kashilillah 

Parliament 

Secretary tkashilillah@parliament.go.tz  

245 Angumbwike Ng’wavi Bunge Staff ang’wavi@parliament.go.tz   

246 Happiness Ndalu Bunge Staff hndalu@parliament.go.tz   

247 Pamela Palangyo Bunge Staff ppalangyo@parliament.go.tz   

mailto:ahussein@parliament.go.tz
mailto:kchiwangu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:hndalu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:ppalangyo@parliament.go.tz
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

248 Agnes Nkwera Bunge Staff ankwera@parliament.go.tz   

249 Joshua Chamwela Bunge Staff jchamwela@parliament.go.tz   

250 Mr. Kaseko Bunge Staff   

251 Nenelwa Wankanga Bunge Staff nwankanga@parliament.go.tz   

252 Waziri Kizingiti Bunge Staff wkizingiti@parliament.go.tz   

253 Paulo Chima Bunge Staff pchima@parliament.go.tz   

254 Catherine Kitutu Bunge Staff ckitutu@parliament.go.tz   

255 Modester Kipiko Bunge Staff mkipiko@parliament.go.tz   

256 Pauline mavunde Bunge Staff pmavunde@parliament.go.tz  

257 Kokuwaisa Gondo Bunge Staff kgondo@parliament.go.tz   

258 Jamila Ismail Bunge Staff jismail@parliament.go.tz   

259 Kheri Salimu Bunge Staff ksalumu@parliament.go.tz   

260 Fabian Mwakibinga Bunge Staff fmwakibinga@parliament.go.tz    

261 Philipo Sila Bunge Staff  psila@parliament.go.tz   

262 Masusi Marijani Bunge Staff  mmarijani@parliament.go.tz   

263 Haji Mbaraka Bunge Staff  hmbaraka@parliament.go.tz   

264 Asia Msangi Bunge Staff  amsangi@parliament.go.tz   

265 Halima Laizer Bunge Staff  hlaiser@parliament.go.tz   

266 Angel Shekifu Bunge Staff  ashekifu@parliament.go.tz   

267 John Liacho Bunge Staff  jliacho@parliament.go.tz   

268 Kelvin Chiwangu Bunge Staff kchiwangu@parliament.go.tz  0655429392 

269 Emanuel S Mdindi Bunge Staff e.mdichi@bunge.go.tz  0784229540 

270 Dr. Ahmad Makuwani Wizara Ya Afya amakuwani@gmail.com 0784288588 

271 Goodchance Mariki St. Associate gmariki@gmail.com 0719666166 

272 Anna Sawaki WRATZ asawki@whiteribbonalliance.org  0764400477 

273 Sizarina Hamisi WRATZ shamis@whiteribbonalliance.org  0784788276 

274 Rose Mlay WRATZ rmlay@whiteribbonalliance.org  0754316369 

275 Robert Mtunguja WRATZ rmtunguja@whiteribbonalliance.org  0754301420 

276 Halima Lila Hope Centre hlilla@gmail.com 0713294422 

278 Rehema Baumba Jornalist - Bunge  0757806569 

279 Nicholaus Mmbaga Jornalist - Bunge mcommbaga@gmail.com 0754274260 
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mailto:nwankanga@parliament.go.tz
mailto:wkizingiti@parliament.go.tz
mailto:pchima@parliament.go.tz
mailto:ckitutu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:mkipiko@parliament.go.tz
mailto:pmavunde@parliament.go.tz
mailto:kgondo@parliament.go.tz
mailto:jismail@parliament.go.tz
mailto:ksalumu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:fmwakibinga@parliament.go.tz
mailto:psila@parliament.go.tz
mailto:mmarijani@parliament.go.tz
mailto:hmbaraka@parliament.go.tz
mailto:amsangi@parliament.go.tz
mailto:hlaiser@parliament.go.tz
mailto:ashekifu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:jliacho@parliament.go.tz
mailto:kchiwangu@parliament.go.tz
mailto:e.mdichi@bunge.go.tz
mailto:amakuwani@gmail.com
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mailto:shamis@whiteribbonalliance.org
mailto:rmlay@whiteribbonalliance.org
mailto:rmtunguja@whiteribbonalliance.org
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S/N NAME OF PARTICIPANT CONSTITUENT EMAIL ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

280 Oliver R Kubaga Jornalist - Bunge hangito@yahoo.co.uk 0655697654 

281 Emmanuel Horon Mwananchi kilimauzila@gmail.com 0784255575 

282 Judica Losai TBC ndasate@yahoo.com 0713357713 

283 Kuringe Mongi Channel Ten kuringemongi@km@gmail.com 0713761001 

284 Silvan Kiwale Mtanzania silvankiwaley@gmail.com 0655133161 

285 Blaya Moses Star Tv brayamoses@gmail.com 0786986040 

286 Simon Rogers ITV eitarhizzer@yahoo.com 0754837774 

287 Rahel Chizoza Clouds TV rahelchizo@gmail.com 0718607132 

288 Michael Msombe Clouds Radio msombemichael@gmail.com 0717561296 

289 Juma Kapipi Azam TV jumakapipi@yahoo.com 0767456259 

290 Peter Edson Mwananchi gwandumieddy@gmail.com 0713972280 

291 Oliver G. Nyeriga EATV oliverrgeorgen@gmail.com 0754081111 

292 Henry Mabomo ITV  0754081111 

293 Mroki Mrola Habari Leo mrokim@gmail.com 0717002303 

294 Maregesi Paul Mtanzania maregesi_paulo@yahoo.com 0713060415 

295 Augusta Njonyi Nipashe gostnjonji@gmail.com 0718922165 

296 Joyce Kasiki Jamboleo jyckasiki@gmail.com 0712561279 

297 Sakina Abdulmasoud Uhuru FM jawewaskamando@gmail.com 0713144379 

298 Hapiness Mtweve Uhuru grolyhap2@yahoo.com 0713130200 

299 Halima Mlacha Habari Leo hmlacha@gmail.com 0713060601 

300 Bernard Lugongo Daily News blugongo@gmail.com 0713636856 

301 Sharon Sauwa Mwananchi sharonsauwa@gmail.com 0713317305 

302 Athman Mtulya The Citizen amtulya@yahoo.com 0713851080 

303 Noel Lema Bunge Studio noellema@gmail.com 0755277721 

304 Clarence Msuka Bunge Studio msukaq2@gmail.com 0713843424 

305 Jacob Mani Bunge Studio Jmani123@yahoo.com 0713293418 

306 Shaban Kwaka  TBC kwakashebby@gmail.com 0767324636 

307 Ester Kiwanga Habari Leo ekiwanga@yahoo.com 0764421618 
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ANNEX-2: LIST OF PERSONS PRESENTED/CONTRIBUTED IN 

THIS SEMINAR  

Persons/MPs Presented 

1. The meeting was chaired by Hon. Serukamba (MP)  

2. Ms. Rose Mlay (Highlight on the Safe Motherhood situation in Tanzania and what should 

be done) 

3. Hon. Najma Murtaza Giga (MP) ( Representing the Hon. Speaker) 

4. Dr. Asia Hussein( representative from UNICEF) 

5. Dr. Ahmed Makuwani, representative from Ministry of Health, Community 

Development, Gender, Elderly and Children 

MPs Contributed in this seminar 

1. Hon. Dr. Faustine Ndungulile (MP) (CEmONC and Budget) 

2. Hon. Dr. Jasmine Tisekwa Bunga (MP) (food and Nutrition) 

3. Dr. Rashid Chuachua ( Under five years mortality) 

4. Hon. Mwanne Nchemba  (MP)(Family Planning) 

5. Hawa Mchafu Chakoma (MP) (Teenager pregnancies)  

6. Hon. Richard Mganga Ndassa 

7. Hon. Amina Nassoro Makilagi 

8. Hon. Salome Wycliffe Makamba 

9. Hon. Hawa Abdulrahiman Ghasia 

10. Hon. Mgeni Jadi Khadika 

11. Hon. Mariam Msabaha  

12. Hon. Sophia Hebron Mwakagenda 

13. Hon. Cecil David Mwambe 

14. Hon. Raisa Abdallah Mussa 

15. Hon. Mendard Lutengano Kigola 

16. Hon. Zuberi Mohamedi Kuchauka 

17. Hon. Martha Moses Mlata 

18. Hon. Constantine John Kanyasu 

19. Hon. Shally Josepha Raymond 

20. Hon. Angella Mabula 

21. Hon. Jenista Joackim Mhagama 

22. Hon. Ummy Ally Mwalimu 
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ANNEX-3:  THE PROGRAM FOR THE SEMINAR OF MEMBERS OF 

PARLIAMENT AND WRA FOR SAFE MOTHERHOOD TANZANIA, IN DODOMA ON 

7
TH

 FEBRUARY 2017 

S/N TIME ACTIVITY RESPONSIBLE 

1 01.00-02.00 Lunch All  

2 02.00-02.20 registration All  

3 02.20-02.25 Brief speech from WRATZ  National Coordinator 

4 02.25-02.30 Brief speech from the Chairperson of the 

PGSM 

Hon. Jenista 

Mhagama 

5 02.30-02.40 Opening Remarks Hon. Speaker 

6 02.40-02.45 Brief speech from UNICEF UNICEF 

Representative 

7 02.45-04.35 Discussion on what should be done to make 

sure that women and newborn are getting 

basic and comprehensive Emergency Obstetric 

Neonatal Care (BEmONC and CEmONC) 

All 

 

8 4.35-05.15 Commitment from the MPs all 

9 11.15-11.25 Closing of the Seminar Chairperson of the 

PGSM 
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ANNEX-4: A BRIEF SPEECH BY THE WRATZ FOR SAFE 

MOTHERHOOD NATIONAL COORDINATOR IN THE SEMINAR 

THAT BROUGHT TOGETHER ALL PARLIAMENTARIANS, 

ON 7
TH

 FEBRUARY 2017 IN DODOMA 

 

Hon Speaker of the Parliament of Tanzania 

Hon. Chairperson of the Parliamentary Group for Safe motherhood 

Hon. Chairman of the Social Services and Community Development Committee and the 

Chairman of this seminar 

Hon. Ministers 

Hon. Deputy Ministers 

Resident Representative UNICEF Tanzania 

Hon. Chairpersons and deputy chair persons of the Standing Committees. 

Hon. Members of Parliament 

The media team present, 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

First and foremost, I would like to thank the Almighty God for giving all of us enough health and 

time to participate in this seminar today. Also I would like to thank you, the Hon. Speaker for 

allowing this seminar for Safe Motherhood Tanzania to be conducted here by involving all 

Parliamentarians as well as assenting  to be the Guest of Honour.  I extend my gratitude to all 

Parliamentarians for accepting the invitation to participate, without forgetting all directors, 

chairpersons and parliament officials for devoting their valuable time in preparing this seminar. 

I would also like to extend my gratitude to UNICEF Tanzania and the White Ribbon Alliance 

Global for financing this seminar. 

Hon. Guest of Honour  

 Today we are here to discuss and share about the situation of our responsibility to the maternal, 

newborn, under five years, and adolescent’s health. Our Government has done and still making 
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effort in making sure that women and newborns survive during birth, though the situation is still 

not satisfactory. 

There is a Problem 

 Based on the grand survey on the health situation in Tanzania that is conducted in every 5 

years (Tanzania Demographic and Health Survey (TDHS) 2010 and 2015/16), the 

number of maternal death has increased from 8500(2010) to 11000(2015/16) per year. 

 To every single maternal death, there are 6 newborn deaths, making a total of 66,000 

newborn deaths per year. 

 In this case therefore, a total of 77,000 Tanzanians die in every year due to complications 

during birth; meaning that in every single day about 211 persons die mainly during birth. 

Taking example of our national carrier vessel bombardier with carrying capacity of 

70 passengers, the daily maternal death of about 211 is equivalent to having 3 

bombardiers crashing everyday in the country and killing all passengers on board. 

HON. MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT, THIS CANNOT BE TOLERABLE. 

 To every single maternal death, 30 others are subject to complications such as fistula. In 

this case therefore, a total of 33000 women survive with detrimental effects of pregnancy 

related complications in every year. 

 These women who die or survive with detrimental effects of pregnancy are between 15-

49 years of age which to a large extent is a required workforce for the National 

development. 

Hon. MPs, up to this juncture, you must have seen the reasons why we requested a 

talk with you. 

The direct courses of all these deaths are known and its cure is available. It should be 

noted that almost 15% of pregnant women are faced with complications that are likely to 

lead into deaths. This number is quite hefty. It should also be noted that these problems 

are not predictable, they can occur to any woman even if she attends all routine clinic, 

eats well, educated, urban/rural resident, affluent/poor etc. It should also be noted that we 

cannot prevent a problem not to occur completely but it can be prevented or treated if 

directed early by the skilled birth attendant by receiving Basic or Comprehensive 

Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (BEmONC or CEmONC) services. 

Let us look into problems one after the other, its cure and the requirements 
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No. Problem Cure within 2-12 hours Requirements beyond qualified 

and competent health workers 

1 Excessive bleeding 

after birth 

Safe blood transfusion and 

caesarean 

section/laparatomy for 

removal of placenta, 

sometimes the uterus 

within 2 hours   

Laboratory, refrigerator for safe 

blood storage, enough safe blood, 

theatre with all facilities, rest 

room, oxytocin injection, clinical 

gloves    

2 Obstructive prolonged 

labour, whereby it 

becomes impossible 

for the child to get of 

the womb. 

Operation to remove the 

child, safe blood 

theatre with all facilities, rest 

room, safe blood, 

3 Eclampsia Injectable drugs, and 

caesarean section 

Magnesium sulphate, theatre with 

all facilities, rest room, safe 

blood, 

4 Infections  Injectable drugs Antibiotics, safe blood 

5 Abortion  To remove retained 

products   

Special machine for cleaning the 

womb, theatre with all facilities  

6 Asphyxia: Failure for 

a newborn to 

inhale/exhale 

immediately after birth 

Perform suction of mucous 

to clear airways and 

provision of oxygen  

Suction machines, oxygen 

machine concentrator, ambu bag 

7 Pre-mature baby Provide warmth Kangaroo mother care, incubators 

8 Newborn Infections  Injection drugs antibiotics 

 

Hon. Guest of Honour 

The services mentioned above are quite expensive but we cannot compare life with 

any other thing because we all work for human lives. Women and newborns have 

the right to enjoy life like any other persons.  
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Dear members of parliament, if we invest in saving the lives of newborns we 

will be sure of benefiting from their services for quite a long period, let us say 

100 years. This will be a high paying investment in our country. 

 In order for the health centre to be able to provide basic and comprehensive 

emergency obstetric care, it requires about 1 (one) Billion Tanzania 

Shillings. We have many health centres and hospitals that need to be 

improved. 

 Enough money  need to be set out to make sure that health centres and 

hospital that are close to people and probably away from other fully function 

hospitals are providing these services. 

  Surprisingly, when we were assessing Comprehensive Council Health Plan 

(CCHP) for the year 2016/2017 some of the councils did not allocate 

anything relating to BEmONC/CEmONC and few of those who allocated 

some money, you will see the fund was not directed to bring any impact in 

this regard. 

Our request to the Parliamentarians 

 Make sure that the central Government and the district councils set aside 

enough money to ensure that all shortfalls regarding maternal and newborn 

services are arrested. 

 Let us work together in educating the citizens to ensure pregnant women in  

labour pains should be taken/seek services from a health facility with 

qualified staff and capable of providing lifesaving services.  

 Members of Parliament in the budget committees should make sure that the 

CEmONC services are included in every budget plan in the central 

Government and district Councils as well as making sure that the budget line 

has adequate fund and is actually going to save the lives of mothers and 

newborns. 

 During the budget debate in the House, budgets without CEmONC service’s 

should not be accepted 
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 Let us work together in educating women in our meetings that food and 

nutrition is essential without forgetting their responsibility to seek services 

from a facility with qualified staff and capable of providing life saving 

services.  

Hon. Members of parliament, I request that you go through the 2017/2018 

national budget and make sure a budget line specifically for CEmONC with 

adequate fund is included not only for the interest of White Ribbon Alliance 

or Parliamentarians Group for Safe motherhood, but for the sake of 

Tanzanians who need CEmONC services. 

ZERO TOLERANCE FOR MATERNAL AND NEWBORN DEATHS, 

LET US BE ACCOUNTABLE. THERE SHOULD NOT BE A SINGLE 

WOMAN LOOSING LIFE FOR MATERNAL PROBLEMS THAT 

CAN BE AVOIDED.   
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ANNEX-5: A BRIEF SPEECH BY HON. SPEAKER OF THE 

PARLIAMENT OF TANZANIA IN THE SEMINAR THAT BROUGHT 

TOGETHER ALL PARLIAMENTARIANS, 

ON 7
TH

 FEBRUARY 2017 IN DODOMA 

 

Hon. Chairperson of the Parliamentary Group for Safe motherhood 

Hon. Ministers 

Hon. Deputy Ministers 

Hon. Members of Parliament 

Hon. Chairpersons and deputy chair persons of the Standing Committees. 

Ms. Rose Mlay and National Coordinator for White Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood 

Tanzania  

The media team present, 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

I would like to start by congratulating the Parliamentarian Group for Safe motherhood together 

with the White Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood Tanzania for coordinating this seminar. I 

would also wish to thank you for inviting me as the Guest of Honor. 

Hon. Members of Parliament, 

The almighty God has given women the role of bringing new being to the world, in this respect 

we are supposed to express joy as opposed to worrying of maternal and newborn death. If there 

is any nation where births are not taking place, then, that nation is dead. Therefore, women are 

supposed to continue giving birth and we need these women to raise families so that they 

contribute to the national economy. The reported number of maternal and newborn deaths is high 

enough to call it a national calamity. We need to stop doing business as usual; we should get out 

of the box and conduct differently in a walk towards saving women and newborns lives. 

Hon. Members of Parliament, 
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As a Tanzanian and a leader I know that the Government has been extending different levels of 

efforts as regards to maternal and newborn health. For example the 2008 strategy which was 

named roadmap -One Plan was planned to strengthen the speed of reducing maternal and 

newborn deaths. There is also one important strategy of 2011 which was named every woman 

every child This is an international strategy which was ratified by the Government. During the 

millenniums Development Goals Tanzania was part of the goals in making sure that from 2000 

and 2015, maternal deaths are reduced by 75% from 578 to 193 in every 100,000 live births. 

Also in the ongoing Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2015-2030) Tanzania we are part, 

likewise, we have strategy  One Plan II   (2016/2020) for the same purpose of reducing maternal 

deaths. During 2000 we had 529 maternal deaths for every 100,000 live births while in the 2010 

we had reached 454 deaths per 100,000 live births. During 2015/2016 we reached 556 deaths per 

100,000 live births. In this you can see that our commitment to these women has not been 

attained. 

We have tried to include the health sector in the Big Result Now (BRN) strategy. These 

strategies and guidelines recognize the importance of having in place Basic and Comprehensive 

Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (BEmONC and CEmONC) services in the health 

centers. The Government in consideration of the situation in the country has decided that 50 

percent of all Health Centers and 100 percent of all hospitals in the country will provide 

Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric Newborn Care (CEmONC) services by 2017. 

Hon. Members of Parliament, 

It is unfortunately that we could strengthens the hospitals and health centers to reach the goals 

set, except a few regions including Rukwa region of which based on the White Ribbon Alliance 

and safe motherhood members campaigns together with political will from the Prime Minister 

the region was able to make sure that 50% of its health centers are providing Comprehensive  

Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (CEmONC) services by 2015 Rukwa region is a role 

model and  if every region decide to do as Rukwa , Tanzania will attain its goal of making sure 

that 50% of its HCs are providing CEmONC. 

 Hon. Members of Parliament 

Joint effort between ministries and various organizations is required to reduce maternal deaths 

because we need good environment such as electricity, tape water, telephone communication, 

road infrastructure to reach the health facilities to mention a few;  in order for women to safely 

deliver their babies. When these services are missing possibility of losing lives of mothers and 

newborns are high.  

Hon. Members of Parliament 
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Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (CEmONC) services which include 

caesarian section, safe blood transfusion, injectable drugs, medical equipment, infrastructure and 

qualified personnel in the area of midwifery is very critical especially when pregnant woman 

register symptoms of pregnancy complications. There will be no other means of rescuing mother 

and the newborn lives without all these services above.   

Hon. Members of Parliament 

I request that we become more serious when we are passing the budget bill, we should be keen 

enough to see that the Ministry of Health, Local Government and Regional Administration and 

District Councils have allocated enough funds aimed at saving lives during birth. Let us be 

accountable to all these deaths. If we were keen enough during budget planning in our district 

councils, in our standing committee and during debates in the house in the past years; this 

calamity would not have increased to reach the current 11 thousand maternal deaths per year 

from 8 thousands in the past years. I was astounded to hear that 48 councils did not set any 

budget line in the 2016/2017 budget to finance Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric and 

Newborn Care (CEmONC) services, and for those who had budget line for this was not directly 

addressing life savings. Hon. Members of Parliament let us be accountable so that we can save 

lives. 

Hon. Members of Parliament 

This seminar today is for the purpose of discussing together the possibilities of working together, 

the strategies that will make us reduce or eliminate maternal and newborn deaths. This problem 

is ours in the entire nation, and I say one ministry, or White Ribbon Alliance or development 

partners alone cannot solve the problem. 

Hon. Members of Parliament 

I request that you members of parliament representing citizens to discuss how we can make sure 

that we do not have a woman or newborn losing a life during birth for the problem that can be 

avoided. 

After all these, I declare this seminar officially opened. 

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING 
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ANNEX-6: A BRIEF SPEECH BY THE REPRESENTATIVE 

UNICEF TANZANIA IN THE SEMINAR THAT BROUGHT TOGETHER 

ALL PARLIAMENTARIANS, 

ON 7
TH

 FEBRUARY 2017 IN DODOMA 

Hon Speaker of the Parliament of Tanzania 

Hon. Ministers 

Hon. Deputy Ministers 

Hon. Chairman of the Social Services and Community Development Committee and the 

Chairman of this seminar 

Hon. Chairperson of the Parliamentary Group for Safe motherhood 

Ms. Rose Mlay and National Coordinator for White Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood 

Tanzania  

Hon. Members of Parliament 

Hon. Chairpersons and deputy chair persons of the Standing Committees. 

The media team present, 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

I would like to start by wishing you all good afternoon. Second, I would like to join the previous 

speakers by congratulating the Honourable speaker for providing this rare opportunity for 

making this seminar take place today. Third, I pass on good wishes to the Parliamentarian Group 

for Safe motherhood together with the White Ribbon Alliance for Safe Motherhood Tanzania for 

coordinating this seminar. I would also wish to thank all parliamentarians for agreeing to come 

and participate in this seminar. Truly the attendance is big and in this way we can see how 

parliamentarians are concerned with the maternal and newborn health. I thank you all on behalf 

of UNICEF 

Hon. Speaker, 

Apart from the efforts played by the Government and development partners in the health sector, 

Tanzania is still faced with major challenge of reducing maternal deaths, that includes deaths 

during the pregnancy, deaths during birth, deaths that occurs within 42 days after birth and 
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deaths that occurs to newborns under one months of age. Early pregnancies contribute heavily to 

the number of deaths that could be avoided. The survey report on maternal and newborn health 

conditions and malaria indicators, Tanzania (2015/2016) which was recently released together by 

the National Bureau of Statistics and office of Government Statistician, Zanzibar indicate that 

more efforts are required in order to attain the national goal of reducing maternal and newborn 

deaths. Surprisingly, maternal deaths have increased instead of going down. Tanzania has made a 

big stride in reducing under-five years’ deaths to the extent of attaining the millennium 

development goal even before the time set, this was made possible and we are all happy for this. 

Nevertheless, still more deaths are happening for children under-five years which could be 

avoided. These deaths are caused by newborn deaths, malaria, pneumonia, diarrhea and 

kwashiorkor etc.   

The time has come for the Government, law makers, leaders, stakeholders and implementers to 

wage the war towards reducing maternal and newborn deaths. How to go about reducing these 

deaths have been stipulated in the National Strategy “One Plan II” 

It is important that we all stand and work together in implementing the National Strategy as well 

as strengthening accountability in matters relating to maternal and newborn health services in all 

community levels and health facilities. 

Hon. Speaker,  

I would like to assure you that the UNICEF together with other UN organizations that are 

working in support of health sector. We are working in collaboration with the United Republic of 

Tanzania in fighting to reduce maternal and newborn deaths as well as reducing under five years 

mortality. Likewise we are working towards strengthening the health sector so that it can provide 

good services to mothers, children and youth. 

Last, I would like to call upon honorable members of parliament  

First, to make sure that the Government set aside enough money specifically for the health 

sector. Second to make sure that all the money set aside for the health sector strengthening is 

released and used for the intended purposes. Third, to push the Ministry of Health to continue 

providing report of the maternal, newborn, children and youth health situation in Tanzania 

(RMNCAH Score Card) on quarterly basis. 

It is possible to reduce maternal and newborn deaths.   

WE ALL HAVE TO BE ACCOUNTABLE  

TOGETHER WE CAN 

Thank you Very Much   
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